Teacher Development Conference concludes

STAFF REPORTER

ISLAMABAD—A Three Day Roots Teacher Development Conference 2012 organized by Rnitte (Roots National Institute of Teacher Training & Education) the training and human resource development arm of Pakistan’s leading Roots School System, Islamabad and Change-In Education concluded at the Pakistan National Council of the Arts (PNCA) auditorium, Islamabad.

This was announced to be the largest teacher development conference yet held in Pakistan, the 6th annual conference 2012 which was based on the theme CONNECT (Let’s Collaborate for Opportunities in a Networked World and Engage Students, Communities and Teachers). Over 500 delegates from different regions participated in this conference along with some of the world’s leading educational speakers, academics and progressive thinkers.

ISLAMABAD: Executive Director Roots School System and Founder of Rnitte Chaudhry Faisal Mushtaq with Shehzad Roy, Abbas Hussain and Branch Heads on the Closing Day of Teacher Development Conference 2012.—PO Photo by Sultan Bashir.